Role Hunt
Information Processing: Activating and Engaging

PROCESS
- On a 3 × 5 card, write your name, the amount of time you have spent facilitating groups, and a facilitation tool. Print so others can read your card.
- Stand and swap with a person not at your table. Paraphrase and inquire to be sure you can represent this person’s idea to another.
- At a signal, find a new partner and swap again.
- At a signal, return to the groups and report.

ALTERNATIVES
- Switch for more than two rounds.
- To stimulate more complex thinking, swap abstractions, such as beliefs about facilitating adults or principles of facilitation.
- Locate persons with roles different than yours.

cont.
TIPS

- Participants must swap with people from different tables in order to collect fresh ideas for group conversation.
- Select an abstraction to swap for advanced groups only.

NOTES AND APPLICATIONS
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